Bringing Innovation to the Marine Industry

AzureProject: preview of
the METS2013 new version
At forthcoming METS tradeshow, a brand
new version of AzureProject will be
launched. Among many, two features to
mention:
- Advanced panel viewer dramatically
improves the analysis of panels prior
the production, so you are in full
control of the panel produced
- Analysis results graphs can now be
saved directly as pictures to ease the
communication with your customer!

Yet the best fiber layout

tool used by the majority of
string sails manufacturers
The AzureProject fibre layout tool allows
designers to be extremely creative. It does
not limit the number of fibre groups and is
very user-friendly and precise… this is the
reason why the majority of string sail
manufacturers have chosen AzureProject!

Aim higher with
AzureProject!
Using unique, integrated and
powerful simulation tools,
designers can optimise sail performance by
simulating the sail’s behaviour in all
sailing/trimming conditions.
The ultimate result are smoother and
faster sails, as well as trimming
conditions and corner loads, that designers
can share with the client and mast
manufacturer

Beside the traditional PERPETUAL LICENSE option, it is now possible to
RENT AzureProject on ANNUAL basis. The annual rental fee includes
the Maintenance & Support service too, which means bug fixing,
updates of the software and dedicated technical support via
Skype/email/phone & e-ticket system. The ANNUAL License option
offers important advantages: not only are the Maintenance and
Support services included, but moreover, if the annual rent is also
renewed for 2 consecutive years, the license will become perpetual!!
For more info contact us at sabrina@smar-azure.com

“We beat North,
and are happy with
the overall
package!”
BARRY HAYES, HK
“Azure Project has
cut the design and
development time
by 15%, which is a
huge saving in any
business.”
IAN SHORT, AUS
"Analytical tools are
good on two counts,
they allow you to
compare different
cloth manufacturers
products against
each other, as well
as checking the
flying shape and I
use it a lot with my
customers to show
them different
trimming
techniques”
CHRIS OWEN, UK
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19-21 Nov 2013, Amsterdam RAI
SMAR Azure will show-case the latest developments on
AzureProject and RigEdge at the forthcoming METS Look for
the METS newsletter for our final trade show program.
To set-up a meeting with us at METS, please contact
Sabrina at sabrina@smar-azure.com

Bringing innovation to the Marine Industry
Since October 2004, when SMAR Azure was incorporated,
we committed to continuously enhance our core
competencies and technology. We address the future needs
via systematic R&D activities to deliver high values to our
customers.
SMAR Azure develops, improves and commercialises
products and engineering services for the Marine industry.
Our product offerings include also:
 SA-Evolution, the unique software to design light and
faster string sails;
 RigEdge, the unique software tool to aid the design and
certification of rigs of any sort. It includes tuning, sailing
and dynamic loads.
SMAR Azure also offers expert professional services. Our
proprietary sail–rig-boat design technology is used in
conjunction with MIDAS NFX (FEM/FEA) and advanced CFDRanse by our team of engineers for the design and
aerodynamic, structural and aero-elastic analysis of sailing
yachts and their components
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